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October 21, 2016   9:00 a.m. – 4:00 p.m. 
 

Xenophon Center       60 Don Gabriel Way  Orinda, CA 94563 
 
 

POWERFUL RELATIONSHIPS for EXTRAORDINARY RESULTS 
 

A Workshop for Business Leaders & Teams 
with 

Magnificent Horses as Guides 
 

 

A unique experience in Nature that expands human potential, HorsePlay HP2 TM offers a 

new dimension of awareness, authenticity, confidence, creativity & achievement to our lives. 
 

Safe & Respectful Interactions 
No Riding 

No Horse Experience Necessary 
 

For Business Leaders, Teams, Individuals… HorsePlay HP2 J deepens awareness and builds 

essential skills to achieve exceptional results through quality relationships. If you seek 

unique and sustainable learning, the horses await!  HorsePlay HP2 J experiences 
 

Enhance… 
 Leadership Capacity 
 Team Cohesion/Achievement 
 Emotional-Social Intelligence 
 Vital Relationships 
 Individual Competency 

 

Build… 
 Awareness, Authenticity, Integration 
 Optimal Communication 
 Innovative Partnerships  
 Creativity through Experimentation 
 Inclusion 

 

Transfer learning from the pasture to the workplace 
with simple, effective Learning Aids and a Personalized Action Plan leveraging 

practical, actionable, sustainable skills that optimize potential. 
 
 

Fee:  $1,000 per person  Includes Light Snacks 
 

Limited to 16 Participants !!!  Register by August 15 
EARLYBIRD DISCOUNT by July 15 $800 

Registration requires payment in full by Check or PayPal 
 
 
 
 

 

CONTACT: In CA      In MI 

  Whitney Hischier    Christina Pitts - Lynne Aldrich 

 510.517.904     313.881.3433 
 hischier@haas.berkeley.edu             lynne@pittsaldrichassociates.com 

 

 

 

 

http://xenophontrc.org/
http://www.pittsaldrichassociates.com/?cat=37
mailto:hischier@haas.berkeley.edu
mailto:lynne@pittsaldrichassociates.com
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For Leaders, Teams, Individuals… HorsePlay HP2 J deepens awareness and builds 

essential skills to achieve exceptional results through quality relationships. If you seek 
unique and sustainable learning, the horses await!  
 
Why Horses?   
 
 Unique Partnership. For hundreds of generations Horses have carried us on their backs, 

taking us farther and faster than we could travel alone. Today, in unique partnership with 
humans, Horses guide us to rediscover our natural, innate gifts to design innovative 
strategies for sustainable, extraordinary existence. 

 
 Connection.   Horses are social animals, instinctively bonding and herding. As creatures 

who have thrived for 55 million years, they are exceptional teachers of optimal 
communication, leadership, team work, group dynamics, adaptability  --all in 
pursuit of survival, success and well-being. 

 
 Level Playing Field – Expanded Comfort Zone.  Few people know intuitively how to 

work effectively with a horse.  This “zero-baseline” offers a level playing field in which all 
participants are equal in the work.  This zero-baseline is outside our natural comfort 
zone, providing a fertile ground for learning to occur. 

 
 Choice.  Learning activities provide inspiring metaphors for dealing with challenges, 

enabling us to explore and move beyond limitations into expanded opportunities for 
choice. 

 
 Feedback without Judgment.  As prey animals Horses are highly-attuned to non-verbal 

cues. They mirror what humans think and feel in the moment, providing “real time” 
honest feedback without judgment.  They teach us to focus on intention, energy, 
behavior and communication. 

 
 Leadership.  Leading a horse offers multiple, rich analogies for leading others.  Horses are 

born leaders who trust their senses, know their purpose and take clear action.  To lead 
a horse requires vision, alignment and renewal  --three essentials for successful 
leadership. 
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